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ENEMY IJ3SSBY NUCLEAR EIASTIC SCA’ITERIN3

by

Joseph J. Devaney and Myron L. Stein

ABSTRACT

The rate of energy loss suffered by a heavy charged
particle from nuclear forces elastic scattering,
plus nuclear Coulomb interference,is derived, and
the rate for protons, deuterons,and alphas into
deuterium is given as a function of incident energy.

*

i

I. Introduction. In the problem of energy 10SB of

heavy charged particles at lW energies in matter,

one must consider the loss of energy of the particle

to electrons by Coulomb interaction,to nuclei by

Coulomb and hadronic elastic scattering(plus their

interference),to nuclei by nuclear reactions,arsi

by nuclear bremestrahlung(small). An easy compu-

tation of the energy loss per unit path from the

first two processes is afforded, for example, by

the work of Longmire.
1

The present paper gives the

energy loss from the next two processes in the same

form and with the ssme assumptionas Longmire’s

work. Namely,we offer formulasand a few selected

computationsfor the energy loss of a charged par-

ticle due to nuclear force elastic scatteringplus

nuclear Coulomb interference. The particle-to-

electron and particle-to-nucleuspure Coulomb

losses are to be founi in Longmire.

We deem it not appropriateto include the

specificallynuclear Coulomb ener~ loss in our

examples,forits magnitude depends on the assumed

electron temperatureand density. However, the

1C. L. Longmire, E1.ementa~Plasma Fhysics, Inter-
science Publishers,New York, 1963, page 203.

nuclear forces-nuclearCoulomb interferenceterm is

integrablewithout need of a cutoff and th~~ is not

so dependent. It is therefore included.

It should be noted that the Coulomb scattering

of the charged pertlcle by both electrons and nuclei

is stronglypeaked in the forward direction so that

energy loss per path length 1s a useful description.

However, hedronic scatteringof unlike particles may

even be peaked in the backward direction so that its

contributionleads to a more er~tic path. Nonethe-

less, energy deposition or loss per path length was

W+Zed to be relennt because such losses are in the

same format as Coul.ombiclosses, are relatively easy

to obtain, and are mcdel independent. Should had-

ronic energy depositionbe dcminant, one may wish to

consider calculationssuch as the Monte Carlo types

in onier to follow energy deposition more precisely.

For identicalparticles we choose to follow

the most energetic resultant particle so that the

maximum laboratoryscatteringangle per collision

will be 45° and ve will thus give the average en-

ergy loss as a function of path of the most ener-

getic remainder of each collision.

In Longmire’s fommla (9-58), p. 203, the ap-

proximationsare equivalentto temperature,T = O,

1



for the target nuclei. liealso accept this approx-

imationwhich is good for incident energie8 large

compared to target temperatureand which places our

theory on a par with Imgmire. * V/ v

v* mg ml 8
—--

6 mt ‘—
ml v,

D
,

11. Theory -- Kinematics. The average energy loss

per unit path from elastic scattering,d~s/dx, is

given by the average ener~ loss from scattering

per collision,~s, times the probability of a col-

lision per scatteringcenter, UT, times the number

(atcsns)of scatteringcenters per unit volume, NA.

Tnus,

e
V=V* .

Before After

Fig. 2. Center-of-Masssystem.

In the center-of-masstriangle, V2 V2 VL, of

Fig. 2 “after,”the law of cosines gives

(1)

222
=V+v

‘L 2 2
- 2V: Cos 9 .2V:(1 - Cos e). (3)

The average energy loss per collision,=s, is re-

lated to the energy loss from an elastic scattering,

A\ls(g),at center of mass angle, 8, by the expres-

sion

Now the energy loss per scattqring,AW&is just the

energy gained by m2,

12 2 ‘%%
‘ws=~m2vL =%v2(1-cos3) =

2 1- COS?),
(~+m2)

2 ‘0(

(4)
all

HZS.L AW6(G)” u:(8)”d0, (2)
‘T (&l Cose=-1

where we have used the constancy of momentum,

+ WJ‘lv. =(% v = (~+mJ V2.

W=L 2
2 “’lvo’drl= 27dcos?,

lo~rithmic ener~ loss

Substitutionof (4) with

and Z ~ coaO, yields the

from elastic scattering,

da8/dfl~ a~(9) being the differentialelastic scat-

tering cross section at angle 8 into solid angle

dfl. The total cross section is %“

Suppose a particle of mass ml and charge ~

with velocity V. strikes a stationaryparticle of

mass m2 and charge Z& so as to be scatteredthrough

an angle 9L in center-of-massangle flwith a proba-

bility a;, the recoil particle having a labora-

tory velocity vL, and giving rise to a center-of-

IILSSSrecoil velocity of V2 = v> the velocltY of the

center of mass> (See ~g. 1.)0

vhere a; is in barns/steradian,NA is in stoma/cubic

centimeter,and x is in centimeters.

III. Theory -- Unlike Farticles. Heretofore our

theory applied to like or unlike particles. We now

specializeto the form seen by unlike particlea

only.4v’

m v* Int ml @k

ml- ‘-—

The differentialscattering amplitude, f, is

related to a; by
2 ,

,

2* text,on scatteringtheory; for example, A.
Messiah, Quantum Mechanics, John Wiley, New York,
1953* page 1372.

Before After

Fig. 1. Laboratory system.

2



(6)
Consequentlywe can make a goo&

writing

approximationby

For unlike Particle.9@er both Coulomb and nuclear

forces, f is of the form

‘= fc+fN’ (7)

with

f=. ~ 29=P
[ 1

-iyjn(sin2 $)+2100 7
c

2k sin
z

2 (74
‘lz2e

Y“~; Uo= ergr(l + 17),

and

flv= 2 ajPJ(cosO),

fl=o

with aj being constants~d pg be~

polynomials.

Equation (Ya) is from Messiah,

(‘lb)is from p. 1386. Substituting

26in2g=1
2 -cOse=l

(n)

the Legendre

p. 1421, 422;

-z

and using the fact that PJ(Z) is just a pO&nomial

of degree .8,we have

and

where b are (new) constants.
~

( 8b)

Observingthat fc has a pole for Z . 1, we

expect the Coulomb term to danlnate near such a pole

and, as it turns out, it Is then also smell for Z

<< 1 (large angles). Further, the interferencetarls

is important only for a small range of Z; moreover,

the exponent of (&) Is only weakly dependent on

Z through the logarithm. In addltion, the pure COU-

lomb term \fcl2, which is just claaaicalRutherford

scattering,does not depend on the exponent at all.

b-l
‘c=n’

where b-l is taken constant with Z (which is

for the Interfenceterm only).

(9)

done

Actually we can describe the effect of b-l

varj.ationto any desired degree of accumcy by

s*U ChOOfling Z sufficientlylarge. Equations

(7), (~), and (9) - Yleldthe form of 0~ scat-

tering amplitude:

b-l
+b +b Z+... +#-#.

f=- o 1 ( 10)

Insertion into (6) gives the differential scattering

cross section with new (real) constants,d:

‘-1
d

a!
s = ak+7i=J-+do+’%z+*””+da-z‘

(11)

where the well-known Rutherford scattering cross

section Is

#w Z2Z2e4(~ + m2)2

(1- Z)2=*= %@-.)p “
5

12)

The remairxierof a: we label

‘4NE‘i - 4 (13)

u;, and the nuclear

term

~=; dj!#,

.&O

although the labels thus made are not strictly ac-

curate (the nuclear part contains scme of the inter-

ference contributions). Since we desire the ekstic

scattering energy leas less the pure coulomb part,

we aubatitute (Il.)less ~into (5) and perform the

integration,obtalnlng thereby the logarithmic ener-

gy loss frmn nuclear scattering and the interfer-

ence of that with nuclear coulssnbscattering:

*
In D(p,p)D, for example, we calculate that for I .
2, E . 1.5MeV the variation of b-~ has an effect
of less than 2.4$ on the full result, in the range
fzws Z . 0,9 to Z = 0.5 (the region of greatest in-
terference). There is less error for higher ~,
-ter for lower E. See “use” discussion after
(14)0

3



L even cdd J

which is our result for the average energy loss of

a particle traversingan unlike material of atcm

density, NA, whose total.differentialscattering

cross section in barns per steradian is of the form

(11) ati(l.2). Call this quantityW.

Our most accurate evaluationof the energy

loss,w, is by digital computer in that we effec-

tively fit (to any desired accu.mcy) the experi-

mental.data by the form (11) using a least-squares

procedure. The coefficientsthereby obtained are

inserted into a form of (14) to yieklw.

For completeness,hcwever, we exhibit a

method of

so that

at =
s

hand calculation. liebegin

‘-1

‘k+m
+ao+qz+~z2,

azd the bracket of (14) is

[

‘1 a2

1‘-l+do-T+T”

The prescriptionfor me of this formula is

to calculate a& (12) extrapolate ~ from 10W Z

(or high e) in the center of mass, in orderto ob-

tain a: ani thereby d-l, and finally use the meas-

uredu~atZ=O, -1 to get U; and o:, ~ = O; -

a;
- a;. Note that a:, which is very tifficult to

est~te, does not appear in (18) because fomfard

scatteringimplies zero energy loss.

Similarly, for more accuracy, one may put ~ .

2 ati then one needs to add two more estimates of

u~, say, at Z = ** -- call them a , respectively.
e

Em y%

[
1+~-1+ 8a’ +6a~+ 2ka’

45(q+Q2 +?? 1
++7< , (19)

where again a: drops out.

( 15)

( 16)

a; can be calculated a!ri a; extrapolated to give a

crude estimate of a-l from

/=/ ‘-1
‘I-as-a; -Ui=m”

Then,label.linga:= a~ (Z =*1), a~a a; (Z = O),

we find that

‘-a+a+ o ~+d2> U; ‘do- ~+ap O; =do. (17)

solvins for the a’s d substitutingin (16) and

(14), we have

such hard calculationscan give only crude en-

ewers since they depend criticallyon the accuracy

of the selected cross sections at Z = 0, @2, -1.

Use of a digital computer allows us to fit the whole

range of the cross sectionswith a least-squares

polynomial curve of any desired degree. Thus we

can determine the parameters in the ener~ deposi-

tion as accurately as the experiment itself permits.

Accordin@y, ue

expression

~= (l-z)p6-

return to (11) and form the

2Z+1

11‘; ‘ enZn .
nd

The multiplicationof the polynomial~ dnZn of

(11) by(l-Z) leadato the polynomlal~of (20)

with the constants

(a))

.

v

L

‘O = a-l+ ‘O’ ‘@_ = ‘n-dn-l’ ‘$+1 - ‘a2T “
n#2ij+l

Solving for the d’s ati substitutinginto (14) gives
.

4
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.’

( 21)

Thus,for each given energy,W, the computer is

given an $ and a table of a: versus Z. From these

values, the~ of (20) Is determined for each Z cud

a standard least-squarespolynomial curve of degree

Z+l is formed3 ytelding the coefficientsen. The

even indexed coefficientsare then used in (21) to

evaluate the desired energy loss,w.

The derived least-squarevalues of u:, as well

as the sum of the variances of~,are also printed by

the computer so that the accuracy of the fit can be

determined. In eve~ case of our examples, the fits

were within experimentalaccuracy.

IV. Theory -- Like Particles. As is well known,

identical incidenta!xitarget particles lead to

some theoreticalcomplicationa!xlalso to an advan-

tageous symmetry. Even h the Coulomb tenn,these

effects change the whole character of the cross

section, and,further,the Coulomb cross sections

differ for different spin particles. The particles

1 1,s0 wewe are interestedin have spine of O> ~j

shall confine ourselves to these values. Extension

to other spine,webelieve,is strsightforwani. Mes-

siah,2peg=606 to 6U8, may be referred to for the

underlyingtheory. Note that all cross sections

are symmetricabout 90° in the center of mass, so

our expansionsare even in Z.

A. Spin O. Sincewe cannot distinguishwhether the

incident or target particle is detected at angle

O#,the quantum mechanical cross section for observ-

ing either particle at fJ~becomes

u~o(e~) = lf(e~) * f(n- 0, ~+rl)12 spinless

(22)

+ for a boson, - for a fermlon, if f(e~) is the

distinguishablescatteringamplitude. Thus for

zero spin, bosons (for example aona), uaing the

form(8) and(lO), (COS(TT-EJ)=- COS6 =-Z):

3See D, D. ~~acken and W. S. Dornj ‘=ical

Methods and Fortran Programming, JohnWlley, New
York, 1964, pages 262- =5.

f(e) + f(n-e) = f(z) + f(-z) =
z

fc(z) + fc(-z) +2
2

bnZn. (23)

n=o
even

Taking the square, the Coulcmb part, u~o = \fc(Z) +

fc(-z)12, is composed of three tenne:

--L-lfc(z)12 = & 2)2 ~

which is Just u; of (12), incident

center of mass angle 0.

Ifc(-z) r=-,

which is a; except that the struck

in the direction e.

fc(z) fc*(-z) + f~(z) fc(-z) =

2724 ‘ns
k2(l-Z2)

(after somemsnipulation) which iS

scattering in

nucleus goes off

the Coulomb-

24)

Coulomb interferenceterm, a wholly nonclassical

effect.

Thus the Coulomb part has the for& (wing in

(12) ~= Z2anduj=m2)

z4e4

[ 1

2CO$%S) ,(2,)
a’ =—— —

co > (1:Z)2+(1:Z)2+ ( 1-22)

with

a’ = a’
so co +a~, (26)

and (after further

(23) squared is of

manipulation) the remainder of

the form

T
d xl
-

‘4’1=—
+
D2m

Za

(1-Z2) ma ‘
(27)

‘Note that these Coulomb terms differ for different
spins alone; thue,this spin zero term is not the
same as thwt for spin 1/2 particles of th~ame
mass and charge, the latter called Mott scattering,
nor is it the same as spin 1, etc.

5



which is the nuclear-Cou).abinterferencetexm plus

the pure nuclear terms. ~ese are not form de-

pendent on spin, f30we need not carry explicit spin

dependence In them.

It appears most useful to follow the tnosten-

ergetic resultingparticle from each collision,so

we integrate on center of mass angle from O to 90°

Only (ZfromO tol)*, in substituting(27) into (5)

to obtain (~ =m2)

Iq.g.g .
A NI

m=o

‘an
12m+l)(2m+2) ‘

(28)

which is our energy depositionper unit path length

of the most energetic spin zero patiicle from had-

ronic and hadronic-Coul.ombinterferenceelastic

scattering,when the total.elastic scatteringhas

the fozm (26), (25), and (27).

For hard calculationwe again define a’
*#$>o

to be

a~Ea)-~t
s

co- a; (Z = *1, ~,0, respectively);

co from (25), estimate first a; fromwe calculate at

a; less a~o, and then estimate a~ h obtain

Algebraic manipulationthen yields,for ~ = 1

or

[ 1‘=(12,h2)d- +5a&+a\,

~[(61n2)d- ‘U:+2’0

‘We also avoid thereby counting Particles twice.

(29)

which formula is exact when

d
a; =a’ +~+do+d2Z2.

co (l-z)

For ~ = 2,

d
exact for at

a
=a’ +% + do + d2Z2 + d4Z?

co (l-z)

For machine calculation,we form

since multiplicationof (27) by (1-22) yields an

even polynomial of degree 2(~+1), with en = d + do,

‘2n = ‘2n- $%-2 ‘or n = 1 ‘o ~’ and ‘21+2 = -%

Solving for the d’s and substitutingin (28)

gives

As in the unlike particle case, for each given

energy,W, the computer is presented a value of ~

and a table of a: vs Z. For each value of Z, a

value of aco is calculatedand then @ is formed

from (31). A least-squarespolynomial of even

pcwers ani of degree ti + 2 is fitted to the @vs

Z values. ‘Iheresulting coefficientsem are used

in (32) to obtain the energy deposition,~. The

c~uter also Prints the Sm of the variances Plus

the derived a; w Z in order to check the goodness

of fit.

B. spin;. spin ~ particles are fermions so that

the total wave fiction must be antisymmetric. Thus,

when the total spin, S, of the Incident and target

particle is symmetric,S = 1 (triplet state-

probability~),the space part must be antisynsnetric.

When the spin part is antisymnetric,S = O



0.

●’

(singlet-probability~), the Sl?scePm is s-tric.

Thus the scatteringcross section has the form (eym-

metric in @, i.e., no polarization-surametis,

etc.)

= ~ ft(o)- ft(ll-e)12+~ fs(e)+f&8)12,(33)O;i

with ft,fs being the triplet and singlet scattering

amplitudes,respectively.

Similarlyto (23)Jthe two terms above have

the forms

z

ft(e)- ft(ll-e)
z

= fc(Z)-fc(-Z)+2 anZn (34)

n=l
odd

and

fs(B)-fs(n-8) =fc(z)+fc(-z)+2 ~an~. (35)

n=O
even

Squaring, the specificallyCoulomb terms are

easily obtained a!xldiffer only in the numerical

coefficientof the Coulcanb-Gxlombinterference,

(24).

[

~e2
Zkek

( )]Cos < h ~
—-

‘4 ‘ -&*+(& ( 1-Z2)
, (36)

which is the well-known Mott formula for the Cou-

l~b scatteringof spin $ identicalpSrtiCles.

The remainingterms of (33), u~, are}in fact,

of the fozm (27)

=-&+$d/#”a~ -

lll=o

( 27)

for sane constantsd. This can be shown bya

tedious calculation,but Is more simply noted by

observing that the form of (34) is

2Z a-
3+2a z+ 2s z + ... ,

(1-22) 1 3

and that of (35) is

2a-
+2ao+-2a2Z2 . . . ,

(1-22)

which upon squaring and incorporationof a: terms

into (36) leaves us with terms exactly of the form

(27) -ofmimdegree~.

1
Since ah is the sams in form for spin ~ as

for spin O, the S= formalism applie~and,except

for the pure Couloti cross section which should now

be u’
d

of (36), the hand calculationsof @ are Eiven

by (29), Z = 1, and (30), Z = 2. TM -Chine CalCu-
I.ationis glvenby (32).

C. Spin 1. Spin 1 particles are bosons with total

s~etric WSn functions;therefore,thesystem of

incidentarsitarget identicalparticles must be

space symmetric for total spin, S = 2, Probability

~j space antisymmetricfor S = 1, probabtl%ty $

and space symmetric for S = O, probability $. Con-

sequently (% symmetric),

= ;]f2(e) +f2(T1412+;lfl(e)- fl(ll-e)la+‘L

2
+; fo(fJ)+ fo(n-e) . (37)

Again, although differing in value for different

hadronic amplitudes, fi, indeed, differing among

the several spin states, S = 2, 1, 0 as well as

from spin * of the preceding section, the forms

of the amplitudes are

z
fl(e)-fl(n-e) = fc(z)-fc(-z)+2

I alnz
n (34A)

n=l
odd

i?

fi(e)+fi(n-e) = fc(z)+fc(-z)+2
I

‘. (35A)ainz
n=o
even

Again, squming leads to the pure Cou.lcsnbterm dif-

fering only in the interferencepart, (24),

[

<e2

z4e4
(- )]

In l-z
Cos h V. E

a’ =———-C1
% ‘ ‘ ‘2(1-Z) 2+(1+Z)2 3

~(38)
( l-f?)

which differs fmmboth spin O. Eq. (25), and spin

~, theMott formula, E% (36).
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The remainder of u~l, namely the absolute

squares of (34A) and (35A) less pure Coulomb, leads

again to temm identicalto the form of (27) so the

spin O formalism applies except that all ~ Cou-

lomb tenna should have a~l, Eq, (38), as the cross

section rather than a~o.

The hand calculationsofeare given by (2g),

~ =1, and (30), 7=2. !l! remachinecalculationis

givenby (32). But in fitting the experimental

cross sections,the pure Coulomb part is, of course,

U:l.

v. Numerical Exemp les.

A. Energy depositionby elastic scatteringof

protons in deuterium. The calculationsin this sec-

tion are based on the comprehensivesummaryby Sea-
4

grave. We used the neutron cross sections of Allen

et al.5 to estimate the energy loss at 0.1- and 0.2-

MeV incident protons. Formula (20) was used to fit

the data as described,with data-extrapolatedend

points added. That is, the machine fit can go wild

beyond the range of experimentalpoints, especially

when the data do not cover small enough or large

enough angles. In these instancesa graphical or

linear extrapolatedpoint was added to preserve the

expected form. lieused the minimum-degreepoly-

nanial consistentwith a fit as good as experiment

allowed. ~is, of course, expectedto increaseat

hiEher energy, and so it was fourri.We used ~ = 1

at 0.1 and 0.2 MeV and ranged to ~ = k at 14 Mev,

depending on the data.

The results are shown In Fig. 3, which gives

the energy loss from nuclear forces elastic scat-

tering plus the interferenceof that scatteringwith

nuclear Coulomb scatteringas given by (21). The

values do not Include nuclear Coulomb scattering.

The points are keyed to the accompanyingexperimen-

tal references.

B. Energy depositionby elastic scatteringof

alphaa in deuterium. The angular He4(d,d)He4cross-

section data upon which this section is based were

frequentlymore sporadic than, for example, those in

the preceding D(p,p)D. Indeed, the points I.ebelled

4J. D. Seagnwe, InternationalConference on the
Three-Body Problem in Nuclear and particle Physics,
BiHuingham,July, 1969. JU.SO LA-EC-10638 ati pri-
vate ccmmunication, 1970.

%. Allen, A. T. G. Ferguaon, and J. Roberts, Proc.
Phye. SOC. J@, 650 (1955).

Blair et al. and Galonsky et al. in the references

for Fig. 4 are a combinationof their data, with

Blair et al. providing the small-angledata and Gal-

oneky et al. giving the mid and large angles. Since

our polynomial fit is to the experimentallyderived

points of~, Eq. (20), the resulting curve of a; vs

Z can go wild between widel.yspaced experimental

points. liecontrolledthese excursions in occa-

sional aparse data regions by adding a point ob-

tained fran smooth gmphs of the data. The result-

ing fits are thereby optimized and appear to be as

good as experiment. Hmever, in some instances,

particularlynear the resonance for Ea = 2,13 14eV,

experimentand, consequently,the fits were obvious-

ly erratic. The results from such fits were given

less weight in the final curve.

D. C. Dcdder and his collaborators kindly

provided us with cross sectionsbased on tneir phase

analysis of the data. The results from such data

enabled us to detail the % = 2.13-MeV resonance

better and were crucial in determiningthe curve at

low energy.

As before, we fit the data using (20) and

thereby detensinedthe parameters e that were used

to calculatethe energy deposition of alpha particles

per path length in deuterium by means of (21), ex-

hibited in Fig. 4. We used high ~ if the data war-

ranted; actual 1’s used ranged from 2 to 5. Again,

the results are only for nuclear scatteringand that

Interferingwith Coulomb. The points are keyed to

the accanpanyingreferences.

C. Energy depositionby elastic scattering of

deuterons in deuterium. The D(d,d)D dataas a func-

tion of angle ranged from 4 points to 25 points, but

fortunatelythe angular momentum involvedwas low,

.4< 2, implyi.ng~ = 2 except for possible added

flexibilityneeded for interferenceterm variation,

see (9) and following remark. Indeed, we often got

very good fits even at high energy with ~ = 2, al-

though wherever it appeared more advantageouswe

went to 1 = 3 or even 4. The only added point was

to Ed = 0.87 MeV, which resulti~ energy loss cal-

I.atlonwas re~ected, see Fig. 5.

Dodder et al.
6
provided theoretical cross sec-

tions. These were especiallyvaluable at low energy

“D. C, Dcdder, M, Peacock, ani K, Witte, private
c~icati% September 10, 1970. We are iniebted
to these ifiividuals for their helpfulness.
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for they enabled us to exte!xiour determinationof

energy loss below 1 MeV.

In this identicalparticle, spin 1, case (31)

was used to fit the data, but with (38) as the pure

Coulomb part. The resultingparameters e were sub-

stituted into (32) to obtain the energy loss from

nuclear forces elastic scatteringplus nuclear-

Coulomb interferenceper path length of the most

energetic deuteron. Note that nuclear Coulanb scat-

tering is not included. These results are plotted

in Fig. 5, the points being keyed to the accompany-

ing references.

VI. Index and Smrmary of Results. This paper gives

energy loss or depositiondue to nuclear forces

elastic scatteringplus the nuclear force-nuclear

Coulomb interference,but excluding the pure nuclear

Coulomb scattering. The pure nuclear Coulomb scat-

tering cross-sectionformulas,hcwever, are given.

The latter may be found as follows.

A.

For unlike particles, F& (12), p. 3.

For like particles of spin O, Eq. (25), p. 5.

For like particles of spin ~, Eq. (36), P. 7.

For lfie particles of spin 1, Eq. (38), P. 7.

Zner~ loss -- theory

1. Unlike particles. For a cross section, u;,

described by (1.1)and (12), page 3, the nuclear and

interferenceenergy loss is givenby (14). To calc-

ulate the loss frau,a graph of u; vs Z by had, we

define 0’
0, G, *

~ uN (Z= cos El,*, *1, respec-

tively) as being the nuclear part arxld-l as the in-

terference constant, see (15), page 4; the energy

losses are then given for~ = 1 afi 2 by (1.8~and

(19), page 4, respectively. Our method formachlne

calculationis to fit the experimentalcross-section

data minus pure Coulcmb in the fomn of (20), page 4,

with a least-squarespolynanial curve, thus evalu-

ating the coefficientse= used to rletermlne~ in

(21), pefse5.

2. Like particles. Except for the spin-de-

pendent Coulmnb fomulas noted above, (25), (36),

arni(38), the nuclear and interferenceparts have

the same fonu among like particles, aml so can be

described together. With that qualification,then,

for a cross section, u:, describedby (27), page 5,

plus the appropriatepure Coulomb part above, (25),

(36), or (38), the nuclearafi interferenceenergy

loss is given by (28). To pick off the energy loss

from a graph by hani, one estimatesthe nuclear

Pertj u;, a~j a;, and the interferenceterm using

the appropriatea; and the form (27). Then (29) or

(30), page 6, yields the energy loss. Themethcd

for machine calculationis to fit the experimental

cross section less Coulomb in the form of (31),

page 6, with a least-squarespolynomial of even

paers whose coefficients,e2n, enable the result>

V, of (32), page 6, to be evaluated.

B. llner~ loss -- numerical values.

1. For D(P,P)D the results are given in Fig. 3

page 9.

2. For D(a,a)D -- Fig. k, page 10.

3. For D(d,d)D -- Fig. 5, page 11.
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